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MINUTES OF THE 43rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF HILLCREST VILLAGERS 
ATHLETIC CLUB HELD ON THURSDAY 11 JULY 2019 AT 7PM AT HILLCREST VILLAGERS 
ATHLETIC CLUB. 

NOTICE OF THIS MEETING WAS WELL CIRCULATED. AGENDA AND PREVIOUS MINUTES 
AVAILABLE TONIGHT. 

WELCOME AND THANKS FOR ATTENDANCE: By Chairman – Marc Allen  

ATTENDANCE: Per recorded sheet = 40 

APOLOGIES: Per recorded sheet = 14 

CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS AGM MINUTES: Proposed and Seconded  

MATTERS ARISING: none 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT: By Marc Allen. This report is attached. 

FINANCIAL REPORT: By Silvia Burton. The Report is attached and the Annual Financial 
Statements as at 30 April 2019 are available on request.   

LADIES CAPTAIN’S REPORT: By Michelle Donne.  This Report is attached. 

MENS CAPTAIN’S REPORT: by Warren Kidgell.  This Report is attached. 

One question from Peter Burton regarding the operating reserve of Hillcrest Sports Club – Marc 
Allen confirmed that there is a 6months reserve  

AUDITED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – have been accepted and signed off by the 
Chairman. It must be noted that the club operates at an operating loss before taking the marathon 
proceeds into account.  It was decided to redo the roof by adding Harvey Tiles at a cost of 
R250,000   The race levy and temporary licences still have to be paid – will be discussed under 
KwaZulu-Natal Athletics and ASA dispute. 

APPOINTMENT OF THE AUDITOR – Jenny Batchelor at a cost of R2,400 

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE – the Chairman is looking at implementing on- 
line Registration and timing of the time trial. 

ANNUAL FEES – the annual fees to increase from R650 to R720.  There was much debate over 
the proposal to introduce a rebate for married couples and this was put to the vote with the 
majority voting for the rebate.  The following is a summary of the fees agreed for 2020: 

FULL MEMBER   R720.00 
MARRIED COUPLE          R1,260.00 
ASSISTED MEMBER    R350.00 
JUNIOR MEMBER    R350.00 
PENSIONER    R350.00 
HONORARY LIFE MEMBER  R130.00 
SOCIAL MEMBER    R170.00 
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HILLCREST SPORTS CLUB FEE STRUCTURE – the fees for 2020 are as follows: 

R130.00 – ASA (estimated) 
R410.00 – HSC – (proposed amounts at this point - will be ratified, or not, at their AGM in late 
Aug) 
R180.00 – HVAC 
R720.00 - TOTAL 

KWAZULU-NATAL ATHLETICS AND ASA DISPUTE – see attached 

SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP – R170.00 – visiting the club on a regular basis at least twice a month. 

MOTIONS - none 

GENERAL: thanks from the members 

ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS:  The following nominations were unopposed. 

CHAIRMAN:  Marc Allen 

VICE CHAIRMAN: Warren Kidgell 

MENS CAPTAIN: Bruce Munro 

MENS VICE CAPTAIN: Blessing Buthelezi 

LADIES CAPTAIN:  Michelle Donne 

LADIES VICE CAPTAIN: Nicci Boulter 

SECRETARY:  Julyette Lewis 

TREASURER:  Debbie Eglington 

VOTE OF THANKS AND ADDRESS BY INCOMING CHAIRMAN – Marc Allen: Thank you for 
coming and thanks for your patience.  Snacks will be served. 
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CHAIRMANS REPORT 

A warm welcome to all your Villagers members and welcome to our 2019 AGM. 

I am going to depart from the norm for a minute as I would like to first congratulate Richard Alberts and Gareth 
Morgan on their 100km “Say No To Plastics / Save Our Oceans” fundraising run. Some, including myself, call it 
“crazy”. But what a worthwhile initiative! The use of plastics at road races is one of the biggest challenges faced at 
present, and hopefully they have helped getting the message through. 

2019 has proved to be another successful year for the club. Membership is up by 40 from the same time last year 
(sitting on 375 now) and despite incurring some substantial, once off costs during the period, the club is still on a 
stable financial footing. It must be noted that the club operates at an operating loss before taking the marathon 
proceeds into account. This means that we need to continue to maximise the potential of our marathon. We cannot 
take more than 3,000 runners on our route, so we need to continue to keep the costs down, maximize the level of 
volunteering by members while at the same time providing a positive experience for participants at a reasonable 
price. A big thank you to Threshold for their three year title sponsorship of our race – this has made a huge 
difference and we are lucky in that we work very well together. I would also like to express my gratitude to each and 
every member who helped out at the marathon. 

We also need to keep driving membership numbers……this in an environment of continually increasing costs and 
always keeping an eye on the “bang for buck” that our members get. 

Our members continue to excel at all distances in a wide variety of races……road and trail, local and national, from 
4km at Ladies League to 100 Milers. We are proud of all of you. The club managed to achieve 30% more medals at 
this year’s Comrades from the last Up run, and that is testament to the amount of work put in to attract new 
members and the encouragement that our members get at all levels. A big thank you to Warren Kidgell, who took 
over the running of the Elite Squad. This has proved to be a huge success and there is nothing better than seeing our 
top runners at the front of the pack and getting on the podium. The Men’s Open and Vets results at Mixed League 
Time Trial have been jaw dropping. A special word to our successful Ladies Time Trail League team and also to the 
number of juniors coming through the ranks……. We are in a better position with our juniors that we have been in a 
very long time. 

As you know, we are in essence a sub club of Hillcrest Sports Club. I am happy to report that the sections are working 
together almost seamlessly and our monthly meetings have almost become a friendly formality required in terms of 
the main club’s constitution, where they used to be the scenes of some vociferous arguments. The HSC committee is 
a stable one and the club has sufficient reserve funds to cover operating expenses and most unforeseen adventures. 
With the restructure of HSC, we have picked up our own direct costs, but it must be noted that for the 2020 year the 
fee payable by HVAC to HSC will be R410 per full member. This is the same as was paid in 2017. We can hardly 
complain.  

Lessening the load is something I spoke about when I took on the role of Chairman a year ago. Too much is still being 
done by too few. Yes, this is prevalent at almost every club around, but the key to our future success will be 
widening the base of those prepared to put their hands up to help, without necessarily being asked to do so. Braai’s 
don’t light themselves, refreshment tables don’t just pop up and man themselves, Joker draw tickets don’t sell 
themselves and training runs are not organised by imaginary beings. Everyone has their own strengths, and all we 
ask is that you use these a few times when you can see help is required. 

The biggest adventure we undertook during the last year was the tiling of the entire clubhouse roof, while the small 
steel roof outside the pub was replaced in total and the bricked up braai area was rebuilt. In addition, significant 
funds were spent on sorting out the club’s entire electrical installation as we needed to acquire an Electrical COC. 
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The financials reflect all of this expenditure. We are now busy renovating the men’s change rooms and ablutions and 
are also doing some painting on the exterior.  

Security remains a concern as it is in the wider community. There is no fool-proof system and career criminals are 
always one step ahead of the game. I urge you to all remain vigilant at all times and to not drop your guard. Please 
leave your valuables at home. The football club was broken into a while ago and we have had two vehicle break ins 
at our TT over the last three months or so. We need to move towards the club becoming a “cash-less” environment 
to lessen the risk. This will be difficult but we need to come up with some inventive plans in this regard. 

Going forward, I would like to see the club computerise its membership application, payment and ASA registration 
processes. There are some companies that have been in touch and we need to follow this up. Given the number of 
runners that run our TT, some form of non-manual timing system needs to be considered as well. 

During the year, we also updated our Website totally and embarked on a social media drive for our marathon. For 
that I would like to thank Brien Francis who did it all on his own and would also like to express my gratitude to him 
for his efforts while he was Vice Chairman of the club. We have also made a huge effort in keeping the members 
updated via WhatsApp groups (now the primary form of communication with our members), Facebook, the 
Newsletter and Email Newsflashes. The fact of the matter is that if you don’t know what is happening at the club, 
you can only blame yourself.  

In November last year, at a SGM of the club, we approved a completely brand new and rewritten club constitution to 
replace the old one that got rendered obsolete through the passage of time. This was a critical event as the 
constitution is what provides the framework for the club in its entirety. 

When Peter was Chairman, he went to great lengths to emphasize that the running of this Club is a TEAM effort, and 
I could not agree more. It is impossible to for one or two or even five people to do all the work. In addition, all the 
people involved do so on a volunteer basis. Peter always said he was trying to convince Silvia to allow the monthly 
committee meeting to happen at Isipingo Beach. Hell, we haven’t even managed to get down Fields Hill yet!  

To Warren, Bruce, Michelle and Nicci………thank you for all your honest feedback, for adding so much value and for 
taking up the slack on things that I just cannot get to. And an even bigger thanks to you for agreeing to stand for 
election once again and having to put up with me for another year. 

To Julyette, thank you for being the most comprehensive and competent secretary we could ever hope to have. We 
love your old school methods, and we may not always agree on everything. But you are core to this club and 
everything it stands for. Your newsletters are still the BEST newsletters I have ever seen from ANY sporting club or 
other society. I look forward to working with you going forward. 

To Silvia, who has been our Treasurer for going on 10 years, and is finally calling it quits ---- I am not sure what to 
say. Thank you is not enough. You are the rock on which this club has been built and you are the main reason that 
this Club has the ability to afford a new roof, host various functions, provide a fancy and “free” Comrades hospitality 
suite to our members and family and so much more. The amount of work that is involved in being the Treasurer is 
mind boggling, especially during the first four months of the year…. there is probably not a person in this room who 
appreciates just how much goes into it. I have learned so much from you and am really glad that you will be a part of 
our Marathon Committee for one more year. In closing, I cannot imagine a future in which you will NOT be an 
Honorary Life Member of the Club – it is one of the top things on our to-do list! 

To Peter, thank you again for everything you have done for this club and for another smooth and successful Hillcrest 
Marathon as race director. You leave rather large boots to fill and I will endeavour to do my best. Again, thank you 
for all your assistance during the Chairman “transition” process and for agreeing to be on the Race Committee one 
last time to show this “newbie” Race Director the ropes properly 
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To Hayley Fleming, thank you agreeing to take over the Kit room. It can be a real thankless task to keep this mob 
happy in their brown and white gear, but we know we are in good hands! 

To Vauneen, I am extremely grateful for the no fuss way that you keep things ticking over at the club in terms of the 
bar, functions and so on. You do so much work behind the scenes that goes unnoticed. You always say we “make a 
good team” and that we do! 

Finally, to Paul Matasa, our ever friendly barman and club “manager”, what would we do without you? You do 
everything with a smile and nothing is ever too much trouble. I have never seen you cross or angry. It must be 
tremendously challenging to be so far away from your wife and all your kids, yet you are perhaps the most honest, 
loyal, endearing and approachable person I have ever had the fortune to meet.  

TREASURER’S REPORT 

Audited Financial Statements are for the year ending 30 April 2019. 
 
We currently have 373 paid up members.  Membership fees are R650 made up as follows : KZNA licence – R120; 
HVAC – R150 and HSC – R380.  Assisted members pay R300 per year. 
 
We once again had a successful marathon, making a profit of R193 600.  We were fortunate to secure Threshhold as 
a primary sponsor for 3 years.   Threshhold gave us R100 000 for this year’s event with a R10 000 increase every year 
for the next two years. 
 
The club made a loss of R177 700, due mainly to the fact that the clubhouse roof cost us R250 000 .  Here I would 
just like to point out how vital the funds from our marathon are to the overall running of the club.  
 
The men’s change room has been revamped.  There are no further plans to do any major projects in the coming 
year. 
 
As you can see there is a healthy reserve.   
 
In closing, I would like to thank the committee past and present for their support whilst serving the club in my role as 
treasurer. It has been a pleasure to do so.  I am only resigning, not leaving, so will be happy to help wherever 
needed.  I wish my successor everything of the best.   
 
Thank you!   
Silvia Burton 
 

 

Ladies Captain portfolio report July 2018 – June 2019 

I stand before you prouder than I have ever been. I honestly never thought I would see the day when I stood up and 
gave my speech and included “and yes we won the ladies league super league for 2018!” The HVAC ladies showed 
up, they kept showing up and we pushed and pushed for this win. There was some begging, pleading and bribing 
with champagne over the years but FINALLY it has paid off. We are the winners! I must just add that the trophy goes 
back to early 90’s and our name has never been on there. The thanks goes to EVERY Villager lady who made the 
effort to be there to earn those points. Hillcrest 505 points, PDAC 430 points and Chiltern 383 points.  

Last October Marc and I put together a club weekend away to Glencairn trail run.  One can plan for a great time and 
awesome shirts but one cannot plan for the weather and unfortunately it was rather unkind. I hate camping at the 
best of times but in the cold and rain…. Arghhhh slit my wrists. Anyhoo, true to our Villager style, we did not let the 
rain dampen our mood and we let the “spirit” lift our spirits which made for some very interesting fun fines at our 
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end of year party and awards evening.  Our next planned Villager weekend away is the Kaapsehoep marathon in 
November 2019. Quite a lot of you are already on board and I am sure it’s going to be a brilliant weekend away. 
Thank you to Kathy Naylor who is assisting me on this project.  

Feb 2019 we put on an epic marathon and Nicci and Marc were very instrumental in dealing with our fantastic new 
sponsor Threshhold. I am not sure how 2020 will beat 2019 but we will always strive to be better “not bigger”   

April 2019 saw a LARGE number of the brown and white stripes descend on the mother city (CT) for the 50th Two 
Oceans. We once again had a great dinner at Blue Peter the night before and the day after we met for lunch but 
unfortunately we were blown off the beach and had to sit inside which also meant our sunset cruise was cancelled. 
Never the less we made the most of it. A huge congrats goes to our top lady finisher Michelle De Montille who 
blitzed that course in 4h28. I must mention that we did not do the beautiful and scenic Chapmans Peak but were 
sent over Ou Kaapse Weg (much to my horror) and according to Bruce Fordyce, we could add at least 20 minutes to 
our time, well clearly he hasn’t met Michelle! Well done Mich, super awesome stuff!  

Comrades 2019 has come and gone and Villagers certainly flew that flag very high. I have to say, I am always 
humbled and filled with emotion over the kindness displayed by our members both on the road and off the road 
seconding. Our members stop at nothing to help each other and it’s hugely encouraging to see and very appreciated. 
I almost cried getting that ice lolly at our stand in Cato, and the leg rub and sandwhich on Harrison flats by Lucy and 
Dee. I know for a fact that I was not the only one who received so much great support ,so this is a shout out to you 
all from ALL of us who were on the road on Sunday 9th June. As the hash tag said “Together we Triumph!”  

In October 2018 Kathy Baxter took on the role of leading the Comrades Novices and quickly learned she had some 
very fine runners in her team. They aimed to qualify in Feb at PMB marathon and then some tried Deloitte – a huge 
shout out to Sharon Smorenburg who ran that whole marathon with no water from any table and yet still she 
managed to qualify for Comrades with 1.5 min’s to spare  A few more qualified at Durban City marathon and by 
the time Comrades rolled around Kathy had 17 for the start line. In total 14 of the 17 finished this year – including 4 
who did their back to back and 7 who did their very first Comrades. 

Kathy would like to pay tribute to ALL the runners in her group and has this message: “There were many people who 
showed incredible courage and spirit, in the face of injury, sheer bad luck and pure , naked fear, but so many stared 
down their nerves and achieved results beyond their wildest dreams. It was a fantastic group and I was humbled by 
the people I got to meet and know, the stories I heard and the fantastic team spirit that prevailed amongst all the 
runners. Thank you for the privilege of getting to know you over this past year” 

Staying with Comrades, I would like to Katherine De Groot who was the first Villager home in 9h41. I know she faced 
an incredibly tough day this year with nausea so well done Katherine, your fighting spirit was completely evident! 
Kate Carpenter… wow… what can I say? Smashed it! She sprinted to the finish line to sneak in the new Robert 
Mtshali medal with 8 seconds to spare and taking off about 52 mins from her previous run! Then a special mention 
to Zoe Ryan who was our first lady novice home this year in an incredible time of 10h03! Zoe – I see great things for 
you, keep up the great work.  

 

Our juniors have certainly made an appearance this last year. It is super exciting to see the up and coming talent that 
we have. Young Tayla Kavanagh made her presence known when she blitzed through the Kearsney Ladies League in 
Nov last year and won in a time of 14.16 , which by the way was the fastest time posted by any Villager lady in the 
entire year! In her short time here with us she has already achieved the following: Won the ladies section at 
Kearsney 10km, she won the First lady and Junior at the PMB 10km in Feb,  2nd at Durban Spar 10km in a PB of 36.23 
and on top of this she boasts a 4km TT PB of 13.53 and 8km TT PB of 29.54. Tayla is coached by Jane Brown who 
incidentally is also a Villager. The lovely Jane coaches the juniors on the field and off and you can always spot her car 
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with the license plate “Pacer” at some school or field somewhere. Jane you do a fantastic job with these kids and 
well done Tayla, we cannot wait to see where you go from here (just don’t leave us ;) )  

We are all a little nuts here but some a bit more certified than others and last year not only did Mary Ann Paton 
finish Comrades after a very nasty fall a few km’s in, (she looked like she had gone a round with Mike Tyson) she also 
decided that was not a challenge enough and went on to run Washie 100 (that’s 160km on the road for those that 
don’t know) and finished in 23h50min20sec!! Mary-Ann I am in awe of your amazing grit and determination. 
Congrats!  

It’s been a VERY busy year and your committee has worked VERY hard to ensure a happy and fun club environment. 
So much goes on behind the scenes. A lot of time is sacrificed while we juggle our careers and homes to keep 
everyone catered for and coming back every year. I would like to take this opportunity to thank my fellow 
committee members and Vice-ladies captain Nicci for all the support to myself and more importantly our members. 
PS. I am still waiting for my Xmas bonus and dedicated parking spot but I guess after 7 years of being on your 
committee I have realized I am doing this for the sheer love of this sport.  

 

Yours in running  

Mich  

 

 

HVAC Mens Captain Report – 2018/2019 

The last year has been a very successful year for mens running at the club. There have been a number of noteworthy 
performances from both an individual and team perspective. The continued club support for the elite squad has 
been very successful in attracting talent to the club. This resulted in us needing to tighten the qualifying criteria to 
achieve squad benefits in order to control the size of the squad, but the results that have come from this have 
shown the benefits of the program. 

In the second part of 2018, we were able to pull back the early season lead we had conceded against Chiltern in the 
both the seniors and veterans competitions in the Mixed League. Strong performances by the team ensured that we 
won the seniors title for the 4th straight year and won the veterans title for the first time since 2015.  

Our club half marathon champs saw us select 3 individuals to attend the KZN half marathon champs at the Save 
Orion race in November 2018. Of the 3, we had great success in seeing Ephraim Xaba claim victory in the mens 40 
plus section, with a time of 1:14:09. 

Moving into 2019, we saw continued strong performances from the senior and veterans teams, but the more 
encouraging news came from the increasing strength of the juniors division. We are now fighting on all 3 fronts in 
the Mixed League, having strong leads in both the senior and veterans divisions, and also making up ground in the 
junior division with us now being just a point off the lead in that section of the competition.  

From an individual perspective, we have seen the development of one of the finds of last year, with Alexio Phiri 
going from strength to strength. From a debut marathon of 3:18 in April 2018, Alexio went on to record a silver 
Comrades with a 7:15 finish in 2018. His short distance speed became evident soon after that as he spearheaded our 
charge in the seniors mens division of the Mixed League, being first villager home at every event in the second half 
of the season. Moving into 2019, he has recorded some stellar results with 1:26 clocked at PDAC 25km, 2:39 at 
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Maritzburg Marathon, 2:33 on a hot day at the Deloitte Marathon and 2:29 at Durban City Marathon. This sub 2:30 
performance allowed him to start with the elite batch at Comrades, where he recorded a 6:42 on his first go at the 
up run. He has then bounced back from Comrades and improved his 8km PB to a fairly swift 26:19 at the recent 
Mixed League event held at Forest Hills.  

Comrades 2019 was a fairly successful outing for the mens section. We had 8 silvers on the day, along with a further 
20 Bill Rowans. This represented a fairly good result for the club on an up run and we also had the honour of 
claiming third place in the Veteran Mens team competition, allowing our veteran mens team to finish in the prize 
money on the day.  

It would be remiss not to mention the achievement of one our Villagers old boys at Comrades. Ishmael Mahlomola 
Sekhonyana ran a stellar 5:54 for 13th position in 2017 in Villagers colours and was subsequently snapped up by 
Maxed Elite. After a difficult year at Maxed Elite in 2018 he joined Phantane for 2019. He had an amazing run at 
Comrades and finished 4th in 5:43. 

Moving into the next year, the mens section of the club is in very good health. We have a strong core of individuals 
at junior, senior and veteran levels of the club. The strength in depth of the club is also improving and I honestly 
believe that the elite squad program is part of the success story behind this improvement in the depth of 
performances in the club. A recent display of this improvement in the depth of the club was that of the first 29 
finishers at the recent Mixed League event at Forest Hills, 20 of them were from Hillcrest Villagers, with 20 men 
finishing the 8km course between the times of 26:19 and 31:02.  

As outgoing mens captain (and incoming club vice chairman) I would like to thank the committee for their immense 
support over the last year. It has been a pleasure working with you all in trying to improve the club in every possible 
way. We are blessed as a club to have a great club venue, strong membership and a dedicated and passionate 
committee. I am pleased to be handing the mantle of mens captain over to Bruce. He has shown his passion and 
dedication to the club in his role as mens vice captain over the last year and will no doubt continue to contribute to 
the ongoing success of mens running at the club.  

 

KZNA – ASA DEBACLE SUMMARY: 

 

1. After a long period of animosity between the KZNA board, led by president Sello Mokoena (SM), and ASA, 
things came to a head when KZNA board refused to accept certain rules and regulations imposed by ASA and 
boycotted the ASA AGM 

2. In November 2018, ASA suspended the board of KZNA subject to disciplinary proceedings, based on 
supposed financial irregularities 

3. All these matters and arguments are very technical, but KZNA board refused to accept suspension - as per 
them only the KZNA council (i.e. the clubs) have the power to add or remove persons for the board 

4. ASA then appointed an administrator (lawyer Jay Reddy) to oversee the running of KZNA in place of the 
board. Mr Reddy (not a runner or replier to emails) went to KZNA offices to start working with the staff but 
was refused entry (police called) 

5. KZNA staff also refused to comply with Administrator. Some bullying and threats…… we must realise that 
KZNA is still their employer and their bosses the Board. And that they need to feed their families 

6. In mid Dec, we were sent an email stating that NO monies must be paid to KZNA bank account including 
licences for 2019 and that attorney’s trust account be used. We paid KZNA the day before! Much of Xmas 
period spent getting clarity on the security of our monies and the assurance our race would continue. CEO of 
ASA Richard Stander …… no help at all. Told us to get legal advice! 
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7. Led by some anti-SM club chairpersons, a meeting of “Concerned Clubs” held just before Xmas. Agreed that 
ASA stance would be supported. Leaders become known as “task team” 

8. In Jan, licences distributed by administrator and task team at another meeting. Total mess and we couldn’t 
even get our traditional licence numbers that we have got for almost 40 years before. Thankfully our monies 
were honoured. Any club who paid KZNA after the so called deadline, even by mistake, “lost” their money 
and had to make a further payment t the attorney’s trust account to get their licences 

9. Our race was approved by ASA rep, Celi Makhoba, and we were even allowed to have temp licence runners 
at our marathon (in line with ASA rules) 

10. In Feb, a SGM held by task team at Westville……….resolved to kick SM and his cronies out (technical 
constitutionality of this in some question) 

11. A week later, another SGM set up by SM, KZNA suspended board and the office was held where pro-SM 
clubs were represented and declared the other SGM to be unconstitutional 

12. In essence, road running being run by task team. Track and field and cross country by the office. You must 
remember though that road running generates funds (going to attorney’s trust account) but track and field 
and cross country does not. 

13. KZNA thus started running out of money (not getting licence fees and race levies), and needed to send a 
team to Paarl for SA Junior and Youth champs. At the last minute, they plead poverty and made no 
arrangements. Task team took up the reins at the very last minute. Paid R650,000 to send team to CT (flights 
via Jhb etc …… CT jazz festival the same weekend) 

14. Senior champs in Jhb……R150,000 for same size squad……task team had time to prepare and took bus, 
booked affordable accommodation in advance etc 

15. Task team set up AGM for mid-June. By then staff at KZNA hadn’t been paid for 3-4 months and came on 
board for obvious reasons. This AGM attended by this staff and also a number of ex-KZNA board who by 
then had come into line. AGM well attended at which task team given OK to carry on with their work in 
conjunction with administrator and that the next board will only be appointed at 2020 AGM. Task team now 
finally have their hands on office, admin, KZNA bank account and financials. 2019 financials in progress and 
another SGM will be called to ratify this 

16. SM called his own AGM (now with no staff support) for end June (AFTER ASA AGM, thus against ASA 
constitution rules) ….. not even sure if this went ahead 

17. SM has since resigned, but resigned to KZN Sports Confederation for some reason. Unknown whether there 
is a devious reason behind this move. 

 

In the meantime, several legal matters underway, costing mega bucks: 

1. KZNA board opposing suspension and disciplinary proceedings. Went one way and the other, then set down 
for arbitration in June….. no update 

2. KZNA board opposed the fact that administrator/task team was handing out licences and receiving 
payments, saying only KZNA had the power to do so. Court ruled in their favour. ASA appealed. Still waiting 

3. KZNA board opposed the validity of Feb SGM called by task team……still up in the air 
4. At said SGM, task team asked for approval to take any legal proceedings to enforce the outcomes of the 

SGM. I for one, did NOT give them authority (waste of time and money) and I do not know how many Ok’s 
they got. But they did go to court to ask for urgent application to invalidate the SGM set up by KZNA…….this 
was thrown out by the court. This was understandable as the task team knew about this “rival” SGM for a 
long time before it actually took place, so why wait for the last minute to institute proceedings? Costs? 

5. KZNA instituted proceedings against Administrator and Steve Mkasi directly as well 
6. And then there is still the case of KZNA vs the Midlands Club who wanted to break away to form their own 

province…….Costs were significant 

 


